eLearning Infographic
Summative Assessment (Each item worth up-to 10 pts for 100 pts total)
1. Project is color coordinated (WordArt, Text, Background, Picture Graphs, and
Highlight Bar)
2. Each picture graph visually represents the percentage it represents (NOTE: You
can see difference between 52% and 55% graphs)
3. The 4 picture graphs look alike & align vertically that the top and bottom of each
lines up (necessary to convey percentages accurately)
4. Each picture graph has arms & legs that line up (copy and paste the first one)
5. Each picture graph is colored the same, with a bright color
6. The overlay (which shades-out part of each graph) is the same color as the slide
background & uses the same transparency setting)
7. The title is done with WordArt and accurately identifies the infographic in nomore than 2 lines
8. The sentence explaining the graph is to the right in a textbox and the text does
not overlap with any picture graph
9. The contents of the graphic fill-up the infographic horizontally with a balanced
look left-to-right & top to bottom.
10. The starts identifying each picture graph have a bright fill, accurate percentages
& legend, and are sized to look the same.
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